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1.0

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1

The Roads and Infrastructure team deliver a wide range of works including street
cleansing, the upkeep of public conveniences, grass cutting, refuse collection,
burials, road maintenance and street lighting marine activities, fleet, waste
disposal and engineering design. The service redesign introduced in December
2018 refocused the Network and Standards team who now support Operations
with programming, obtaining consents and permissions and co-ordinating a
support mechanism which enables the Operations team to focus on delivering
works safely, to specification, to programme and within budget. As part of the
wider support a control HUB has been established. The HUB will not only provide
support to the operations team but also provides support to Elected Members by
providing information and briefings.

1.2

This report provides an update of the Roads and Infrastructure Services
operational capital and revenue matters relating to roads and grounds
maintenance activities in the Helensburgh and Lomond area.

1.3

It is recommended that Members note and consider the update.
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2.0

INTRODUCTION

2.1

This report provides a summary of activity carried out by the operations team
across the Helensburgh and Lomond Area Committee Area.

3.0

RECOMMENDATIONS

3.1

It is recommended that Members note and consider the update.

4.0

DETAIL
Capital Programme – Roads Reconstruction

4.1

Much of the cyclic and ‘normal’ works carried out by our teams for the first months
of this financial year has been reprioritised following Scotland entering lockdown
on 23rd March 2020.

4.2

As we entered lockdown, service delivery was reprioritised to ensure that our
teams could safely deliver a reduced set of services. These services included:
amended refuse collection routes, provision of burial and cremation services,
continued inspection of key infrastructure with appropriate repairs, a reduced ferry
service etc. None essential works were stopped in line with government guidance.

4.3

The 2020/21 Capital Programme was restarted in the latter part of July and has
been revised with a number of preparatory schemes being carried out which will
enable surface dressing to be applied in 2021. The revised programme has been
issued to Members and is also attached to this report at Appendix 1.

4.4

The annual Capital programme of work for Roads due to COVID-19 was
postponed however as of 20 July 2020 and in line with Scottish Government
phased route plan and the Scottish Road Works Commissionaire guidance we
began Capital Works week commencing 20 July 2020. The capital programme
has been modified by moving the surface dressing works into next financial year
and focusing on a reduced resurfacing programme which includes a mix of
traditional resurfacing, surface dressing preparatory works and insitu recycling.
Surface dressing is not being delivered this year as there would have been

insufficient time for the stone chips to adequately embed into the receiving road
surface. The embedment of surface dressing chips requires the warmer summer
temperatures which soften the underlying road material allowing the chips to
become bedded in with the action of passing traffic.
4.5

Additional Funding has been secured through working in partnership with the
Strategic Timber Transport Fund which will enable us to deliver over £1million
pounds of additional work on Timber Transport Routes within Argyll and Bute. The
additional works will benefit both ABC, as a Roads Authority, the Timber industry
and all road users within our network. This additional funding will be used as
match funding to existing surfacing schemes where timber extraction is planned.
The allocation of this funding comes with the condition that it is invested in line
with a pre agreed plan which focuses on core timber extraction routes.
Electric Vehicle Charging Points

4.6

All funding is currently provided by Transport Scotland via the Local Authority
Installation Programme. The funding for the current financial year 2020/21 has
been allocated with work due to start in Quarter 4 of this financial year. Future
years funding is expected to continue, this however is at the discretion of the
Scottish Government.

4.7

At present we do not take bids from local communities. However we have
received contact from various community councils as well as individuals and
community groups requesting charging points. We have recorded these and
will ultimately look to deliver EV charging points in the best location to support
our roads infrastructure.

4.8

We have been successful in securing grant funding for 40 hybrid cars and vans.
These vehicles have been part funded by Transport Scotland and will be used
to replace a number of council owned vehicles reaching the end of their useful
life and also reducing the number of vehicles which have previously been on
hire. Currently the council is operating more vehicles than we would have precovid due limiting the number of operatives within vehicles to comply with social
distancing requirements.
Network and Standards Control HUB

4.9

The HUB has proven invaluable to our Service through the COVID-19 Pandemic
with staff assisting both internally and externally with advice and support. I am
pleased to update that feedback from members has been positive and
outstanding correspondence continues to remain at a manageable level.
Bins, Grounds, Cleansing and Burials Programme of Work

4.10

As previously highlighted, only essential works have been carried out by officers
for the majority of the Lockdown period as we have had to protect our staff and
deliver work in a very different way. In the initial stages we reviewed our bin
service as physical distancing meant we could not allow more than two members
of staff within our bin vehicles. A joint working approach with our fleet colleagues

saw extra vehicles used to support our bin uplifts where vehicles followed the bin
wagons with other members of staff. When Scotland moved into phase 3 we
returned to our agreed bin uplift programme, however we currently still require
extra vehicles to follow bin wagons with staff to ensure appropriate physical
distancing. Through the networking we carryout via the waste managers group
our approach aligns with the majority of other Scottish LAs who are delivering
refuse services in a similar way.
4.11

All Household Waste sites were closed in line with lockdown requirements to
protect our staff and communities. As we moved into phase 3 of the route map,
we carried out extensive planning including traffic management work for our waste
sites to ensure when we opened our sites after nearly three months of closure
there was limited risk to our communities from queuing on access roads as
members of the public tried to get rid of their waste. This included a phased
introduction of certain types of waste to ensure we limited numbers attending to a
manageable level.

4.12

In line with other Local Authorities in Scotland we also took the decision to close
all of our public toilets to protect both our own staff and our communities during
the lockdown period. As we moved into phase 3 of the Scottish Government
Route Map we gradually opened public toilets on a staged programme which saw
the busier toilets opened first in early July 2020. At present we still have some
toilets closed due to concerns for safety, however the toilets have a low footfall,
we are also in discussions with external agencies regarding toilets being taken
over, however we need to fully consult and ensure appropriate measures are in
place regarding safety and public liability. The remobilisation of public
conveniences was considered by the BCC in August. The Committee agreed
to absorb the cost pressure of around £50,000 to keep those PCs currently
open available until the end of October to take in the main tourist season.
Thereafter, following engagement with area committees, we will revert to a core
set which can stay open within the available budget while complying with
national guidance.

4.13

Grass cutting was also suspended during COVID-19. Again this was reviewed in
line with the Scottish Government route map and since May we restarted amenity
grass cutting and in the first week of June we have restarted our rural roads grass
cutting.

4.14

Our roads cyclic works including jet patching, gully emptying and find and fix for
pot-holes was maintained as much as possible within the constraints of physical
distancing and health and safety. Our roads inspectors worked throughout the
period of restrictions to ensure dangers on the roads network were highlighted.

4.15

Officers are in the process of carrying out our headstone safety inspections as
required under the Burial and Cremation (Scotland) Act 2016

4.16

Extensive work in relation to planning for a spike in deaths related to COVID-19
was carried out by our Operations Manager who linked in on a weekly basis with
the Scottish Government/neighbouring Local Authorities and Funeral Directors to
ensure we delivered a safe, respectful and dignified service for the dead and their

families. This proved challenging with Scottish Government Guidance on limiting
numbers attending funerals, however we have been able to maintain our services
throughout this period and continue to deliver in line with ever changing guidance.
Luss/Arrochar and Duck Bay
4.17

A decision was taken at the start of Lockdown and at the specific request from
Police Scotland, to close Glenloin 1 and 2 car parks in Arrochar, Luss Car Park,
and Duck Bay Car Park.

4.18

On 28 May 2020, the Scottish Government First Minister moved Scotland from
Lockdown into phase 1 of our 4 phased transition period. Since that time Argyll
and Bute Council has noted a large increase in road users, specifically in the Duck
Bay, Luss and Arrochar areas. Parking Wardens were directed to these areas
over three weekends alongside Police Scotland Officers and noted numerous
instances of inappropriate parking.

4.19

This culminated on June 12th when Police Scotland sent correspondence clearly
setting out the dangers of drivers parking their vehicles dangerously on the
roadway at Arrochar on the A83. In consultation with Police Scotland and
Transport Scotland a decision was made to open Glenloin 1 and 2 car parks with
the intention to alleviate these dangers.

4.20

Subsequently on 3 July 2020 we also opened the Luss and Duck Bay Car Parks
due to the number of visitors coming into the area alongside the National Park
phased opening. Argyll and Bute Council have prioritised the listed car parks for
extra patrols by wardens allocating overtime to ensure in the initial weeks of
opening we worked to protect our communities.
Luss and Duck Bay TTRO

4.21

Argyll and Bute Council have, over several years, been engaged in discussions
around safety concerns in respect of the Village of Luss where indiscriminate
parking has affected the quality of life for local residents, which at times has been
dangerous. Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic Officers engaged with the local
Community Council and agreed to prevent further risk to the local community from
vehicles coming into the Village, we would promote a Temporary Traffic
Regulation Order (TTRO) which would allow permit holders only into the Village.
This TTRO was brought in under specific legislation and came into force on 4 July
2020, however due to the restricted time available to administer the permit
scheme it was agreed that enforcement would not start until 15 July 2020. In the
interim wardens issued warning notices to any vehicles breaching the TTRO.

4.22

On Monday 20 July 2020, we had cause to review the order which was brought
in under very short notice to ensure the legality of enforcement. This was sent on
to our legal department who confirmed the Order was enforceable. Whilst we
have received various correspondence from elected members and the community
council regarding warden attendance we have a limited number of wardens who
cover the whole of Argyll and Bute which means we are unable to ensure daily
attendance in Luss. We are however providing support where we can and have

authorized overtime to supplement staff at weekends for the initial weeks of the
order being up and running.
5.0

CONCLUSION

5.1

This report provides an update on operational matters in the Helensburgh and
Lomond Area.

6.0

IMPLICATIONS

6.1

Policy – works carried out in accordance with relevant policies, some of which
were amended during the pandemic as agreed by the Leadership Group

6.2

Financial – the COVID-19 pandemic has resulted cost pressures on the service.
Information has been collated into a cost template and submitted to
COSLA for discussion with Scottish Government and the Council have
created a cross party informal working group to consider how to deal with
the estimated budget gap.

6.3

Legal – none known

6.4

HR – delivered by a combination of council employees, national contractors and
SMEs

6.5
Fairer Scotland Duty: – none known
6.5.1 Equalities - protected characteristics – none known
6.5.2 Socio-economic Duty– none known
6.5.3 Islands – none known
6.6.

Risk– None Known– none known

6.7

Customer Service– none known

Executive Director with Responsibility for Roads and Infrastructure:
Kirsty Flanagan
August 2020
Head of Roads and Infrastructure Services: Jim Smith
Policy Lead: Cllr Robin Currie
For further information contact: Hugh O’Neill, Network and Standards Manager

Appendix 1 – Revised Capital Programme

H&L

LOMOND
Route

Scheme Name

Estimated Cost

Proposed Scheme Details***

Duration
Weeks

Start
Month

C74

Carman Road

£190,000

Drainage and Ditching , Embankments Regulate & Overlay

10

Aug

U172

Upper Sutherland
Crescent

£25,000

Overlay - additional surfacing to existing
carriageway

1

Aug

U69

Collins Road

£30,000

Inlay - replacement surfacing to existing
levels.

1

Aug

£58,000

Junction realignment and Vehicle Safety
Fencing (Subject to land access )

4

Sept

A814

Portincaple Junction (
School Bus Route)

U57

Charlotte Street

£40,000

Inlay - replacement surfacing to existing
levels.

1

Oct

U08

Aldrin Road

£10,000

Inlay - replacement surfacing to existing
levels.

1

Oct

U181

Kirkton road

£40,000

Inlay - replacement surfacing to existing
levels.

1

Oct

A814

Clyde St - Sinclair St to
Grant St

£22,000

Inlay - replacement surfacing to existing
levels.

1

Oct

U197

Machrie Drive

£20,000

Inlay - replacement surfacing to existing
levels.

1

Nov

U167

Kennedy Drive

£25,000

Inlay - replacement surfacing to existing
levels.

1

Nov

U50

Campbell st - Clyde St to
Princes St

£15,000

Inlay - replacement surfacing to existing
levels.

1

Nov

U317

West Princes St junc

£15,000

Inlay - replacement surfacing to existing
levels.

1

Mar

A818

Sinclair St-Luss Rd
(Blackhill)

£11,000

A814

Cats Castle - Cardross

£100,000

A817

Haul road center section

£30,000

C70

Glen Fruin Hairpin Bends

£24,000

H & L value planned =

£655,000

Regulate & Overlay - Add. surfacing to
existing carriageway
Embankment stabilisation, kerbing , Inlay
and High Friction
Pre-Surface Dressing Patching , for SD
2021
Overlay - additional surfacing to existing
carriageway

1

Mar

5

Mar

1

Mar

1

Mar/April

